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newspaper scavenger hunt moms munchkins - newspaper scavenger hunt something being given away for free an
article about animals an article about an act of kindness an advertisement for an upcoming event a movie listing for a
cartoon you d like to see an article about the weather an article related to politics something on sale for more than 200 000,
newspaper scavenger hunt worksheet go to http www - write a headline from the sports section of the newspaper about
a sport you like what is the story about 6 what is the deal of the day 7 what is the 6 day forecast for el paso look in the
weather section 8 write the name of any columnist that appears in the newspaper 9 go to the classified ads, newspaper
scavenger hunt activity sheet pdfsdirnn com - a scavenger hunt has all the makings of an excellent family activity
everyone gets to participate whether it is an individual activity or it is done with teams, newspaper scavenger hunt
houston chronicle - 10 what was the most important news story today explain why you think it is the most important
extension jeopardy the teachers will generate answers from the newspaper and students will find the questions form the
newspaper students will work together to create on question and answer found i the newspaper, newspaper scavenger
hunt free printable writing ideas - non fiction scavenger hunt she has other graphic organizers that might be helpful when
teaching writing to lower elementary students also ideas for anchor charts be sure to visit the record of reading in the apps
store nonfiction text features scavenger hunt great story book map to help students organize information found in nonfiction
text, newspaper scavenger hunt for middle school students - newspaper scavenger hunt middle school is a good time
for teachers to begin introducing journalism concepts to students teachers can start a junior newspaper for the school, 100
ways to use the newspaper media2 newsobserver com - 100 ways to use the newspaper newspaper knowledge 1
according to the index what pages are the following found on classified ads sports editorials local news weather and the
crossword puzzle 2 find the following information the telephone number would you call and the starting weekly cost for a
home delivered subscription to the newspaper
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